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OPENING ACTS

1. First Memory

I’m standing in a crib, my head
just above the railing, which I grip
as I look down onto the bed
where my parents fight, who will not stop

despite all my loud crying meant
to get them to do just that. Am I three?
Maybe only two. The argument
does not end before my memory,

nor do I drop to the mattress and return
to sleep. Throughout, my hands grip the cool
railing, cool even while the burn
of  words acts like a lesson in some school.

Did my parents never die? Is it true
they are still fighting, and I am still two?
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2. Bic

Eighth grade. Study hour. I’m in a front-row desk,
just a few feet from Sr. Mary Rose,
who’s grading tests. As I read, I idly flick
my pen, which slips from my fingers and flies

end-over-end straight for the crown of  thorns
stitched in red like a bull’s-eye on the breast
of  her black habit and hits home, point-first,
startling her as it falls to her lap and my face burns.

I rise to retrieve the missile and apologize.
Sister, who gingerly picks up and holds out
to me the offending weapon, smiles and says,
as if  there were no accidents, “Good shot,”

leaving me hanging conflicted on a cross,
equally proud and ashamed of  my success. 
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VILLANELLE SEXTET

1. Treadmill

“In Shepherdstown, West Virginia, for the peace talks, 
  Farouk al-Shara surprisingly accepted Ehud Barak’s 
  invitation to run on the treadmill next to him in the
  hotel gym.”
  – World Press Review, March, 2000

Syria’s running miles in place next to Israel.
One foot up and one down’s the way to peace.
They’re going nowhere mile after mile.

Start slow is the plan, then a gradual
acceleration till a dove wins the race.
Syria’s running side by side with Israel.

The machines rumble so, talking’s minimal,
and what there is of  it’s not face-to-face.
Two countries go nowhere mile after mile.

Still, when Israel hands Syria a towel,
the Golan Heights seem doable, more or less,
Syria running neck-and-neck with Israel.

Nike fills the mediator’s role,
and sweat’s a lubricant, diplomacy’s grease,
but the going stays tough, mile after mile.

Now the workout’s ending. What better goal
than hot showers? In steam, soaped up, a truce.
Who’s more out of  breath? Syria or Israel?
Tomorrow another treadmill, mile after mile.
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2. The Ice-Cream Vigils

“Whitman managed to get hold of  ten gallons of  ice 
  cream,  which he personally dispensed to the patients
  at Carver Hospital.”
  – Roy Morris, Jr., The Better Angel

Ice cream for a soldier, whether North or South.
Dispense it quickly, while it’s at its best.
A spoon at a time, death melts in the mouth.

It’s cold enough to make you catch your breath.
For some westerners, this was their first taste
of  ice cream, the flavor neither North nor South,

perfect to smooth a battle’s aftermath.
The war’s real story—ask the seasoned journalist
from Brooklyn—melted spoon by spoon in the mouth,

a frozen treat become the whole of  truth
while it was going down. How could it last
in June, in Washington, the winds warm from the south?

To serve mere boys who’d served away their youth,
Walt Whitman crossed the capital in haste
lest there be nothing left to melt in the mouth.

Ice-cream communion, lips parted in faith,
and the inclined head of  a volunteer pagan priest—
scenario for healing North and South
a spoon at a time. Death melts in the mouth. 
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COLD

1. Thaw

The ice beside the lake has something to say.
Its crackling static puzzles me as I pass.
Or else it’s talking to itself. Or ice
is many and a meeting’s underway:
on the agenda, cold and melt and how to move
as water. I see I need to take a class
in speaking Ice so I could ask advice
on how to master changing lest I prove
to be rock-solid frozen for all my days
to come, one-seasoned, heated air or no.
Ice, a hard self  all winter, now lets go
and disappears, transformed. Maybe it’s praise
I heard—ice feeling fortunate to die
into water—and then the Ice word for goodbye.

2. The Saint of Winter 

Like a child, I hate winter clothes.
I want the weather my way.
This tangle of  sleeves and layers,
buttons and strings—God, how I thrash
(now I’ve made things worse), crazy to be free!

But elsewhere, another, or so I suppose,
curbs his will to dress for the cold day,
each slow, patient move a prayer.
His face nearly interred in a mask,
he does not strain even to see.



Afterword

Letter to a Young Poet:

Stay young. I mean: enact a permanent apprenticeship. Never 
arrive if  arrival means a comfortable place—a way of  writing, a 
manner. Why imitate yourself ? Let others do that. Remember 
Picasso’s answer to the charge that he lacked a single, identifiable 
style: “Does God have a style?” His answer’s arrogance doesn’t 
vitiate its point. The poet, no homebody, takes up residence only 
on “the open road”; even (especially) Emily Dickinson, despite all 
appearances to the contrary, was never at home.

One way to preserve a certain innocence: keep your distance 
from Jeffers’ “thickening center.” The literary network may be less 
a system of  communication lines than a web that entangles. Just 
make the poems and trust in the universe that what you write 
will find its audience without your shepherding it overly. What 
matters is that you’re at work in the vineyard where greats have 
worked, and it’s a privilege to bend to the task in the presence of  
such ghosts. And if  all you’ve written turns finally to mere mulch, 
through which other work will later grow, consider yourself  part 
of  that flourishing-to-come. Frost had it right: “What’s worth 
succeeding in is worth failing in.” As indentured servitudes go, the 
life of  poetry can’t be beat.

By the way, no one owes you anything. Expect rejections. You 
needn’t love them, but think of  the boxer—does he enjoy getting 
hit? Well, no, but, still, he loves boxing, and getting hit is part of  
it. Welcome the rough-and-tumble of  your independence; let 
schmoozers have their soft life.

Wish for your pen the approximation of  a state of  perpetual 
motion. Writer’s blocks are inventions of  people who want to 



claim the glamour of  the writing life but are not willing to sweat 
on schedule; so they put on the mantle of  suffering heroes. As 
such poseurs bewail their fate, respond by simply meeting your 
obligation: scribble on.

The above originally appeared in The Midwest Quarterly: A Journal 
of  Contemporary Thought (Summer, 2003), a special issue devoted 
to poets’ “Letters to Young Poets.”


